
	

	

  NYU Tel Aviv Arrival Information spring 2017 
 

Print this page and keep a copy with you during 
your travel to Tel Aviv. It is also advised that you 
leave a copy with your family. 

Remember to update your luggage tags with the 
address of the NYU Tel Aviv residence, 36	Bnei	
Dan	Street,	Tel	Aviv. 

 

Arrival Date: January 23, 2017 

NYU Tel Aviv staff will be waiting to welcome you 
in the Ben Gurion Airport Welcome Hall. 

After you disembark the plane you will go through 
passport control, claim your luggage, and go 
through customs. 

When you exit the luggage area and enter the 
Arrival/Welcome Hall go to the small "Kakao" cafe on your left where you will see NYU Tel Aviv staff.  

Staff will be at the airport on January 23 between 8:00 am – 7:00 pm to welcome you, according to the 
flight information you provided, and will assist you in getting a taxi. If	you	arrive	in	Israel	at	any	other	time	
you	should	go	to	the	taxi	stand	and	proceed	to	the	residence	hall	independently. 

Getting from the Airport to the Residence Hall 

The	easiest	way	to	travel	to	your	residence	is	via	taxi.	The	taxi	fare	should	be	about	160	shekels	
including	the	charge	for	luggage.	Make	sure	you	take	a	taxi	from	the	taxi	stand	which	is	situated	on	the	
left	as	you	walk	out	of	the	airport.	Do	not	take	a	taxi	from	anyone	who	offers	you	a	taxi	ride	inside	the	
airport,	because	they	will	probably	overcharge	you.	Ask	the	taxi	driver	to	take	you	to	36	Bnei	Dan	
Street,	Tel	Aviv.	

Should	the	driver	ask	to	see	the	address	written	in	Hebrew:	

 	

 

Important	Contacts	

If	you	have	any	questions	about	arrival	and	
transportation	to	NYU	Tel	Aviv,	or	if	you	need	
someone	to	speak	to	a	cab	driver	for	you,	you	
can	e-mail	nyu.in.telaviv@nyu.edu	or	call	any	of	
NYU	Tel	Aviv	Student	Life	team:	

Emergency	Phone		 +972-52-3215281	

Ben	Kazael,	RA			+972-52-3512217	 	 			
Lior	Yedidya,	RA		+972-54-6204060	 	 			
Eran	Rothshenker,	Manager	+972-52-8717338			

NYU	Academic	Center	 		+972	77	450	2650	



 

Accessing Cash 

When you arrive to the Welcome Hall you will find a number of ATMs and foreign currency exchange 
counters available. 

What to do if my travel plan changes? 

Should your flight be delayed or if you miss a connection, e-mail nyu.in.telaviv@nyu.edu immediately so 
that we are aware of the change. Remember, the airline is your best source of assistance. Due to privacy 
regulations, the airline will give neither NYU Tel Aviv staff nor your family information regarding your 
flights or baggage, so you should speak with the airline directly. 

What to do if you can't find NYUTA staff at the airport on January 23? 

BGU airport offers free Wi-Fi in the terminal, we suggest you download an application called ‘WhatsApp’. Using 
this application you can contact the following number: 972-52-3215281 through text or call without a fee, so 
long as you have a connection to the internet. Alternatively, you can proceed directly to the taxi stand as 
you are not required to check-in with an NYU representative at the airport.  

Orientation	

There	will	be	an	overview	of	the	orientation	schedule	and	an	informal	welcome	dinner	on	January	23,	
during	which	you	will	meet	your	fellow	students	and	your	RAs	for	food	on	your	first	evening	in	Tel	Aviv.	
Orientation	will	start	on	Tuesday,	January	24.	You	will	receive	a	more	detailed	schedule	upon	check-in.	

Luggage	

If	you	have	missing	luggage,	complete	the	paperwork	process	before	you	exit	the	terminal.	Keep	a	copy	
of	this	paperwork	and	bring	it	with	you	to	check-in.	NYU	Tel	Aviv	will	assist	you	with	tracking.	You	should	
put	the	address	of	NYU	Tel	Aviv	and	the	Academic	Center	phone	number	listed	on	this	sheet	as	the	
contact.	

Immigration	Support	Letters	

NYU	Tel	Aviv’s	Immigration	Support	Letters	(both	the	airline	and	border	letters)	were	sent	
out	to	you.	Please	review	both	documents	carefully	to	ensure	that	the	name	and	passport	
number	are	correct.	If	you	do	not	have	access	to	these	letters	or	requires	changes	to	be	
made,	please	let	us	know	as	soon	as	possible.		You	must	print	out	these	letters	and	take	them	
with	you	to	Israel	in	your	carry-on	luggage.	

	

Have	a	great	flight	and	we	look	forward	to	seeing	you	in	Tel	Aviv!	


